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Newsletter 68: An additional idea for Valentine?

10/02/2015

Dear reader,
Tailor-made melting kettles are very
popular at Prefamac, and of course we
also have standard models from 170 up
to 5000L.
We will also verify if the typical “paper
snipper” flakes cannot be produced in
bigger quantities.
And for Valentine .... we quickly present
another additional idea.
We wish you a lot of reading pleasure
and enjoy the many “tasty” pictures this
time !
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Standard and tailor-made melting kettles
Our standard melting kettles are 3 jacket, completely out of stainless steel and slightly
pearled. 170, 240, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000L content, so something for
everyone. Standard with two covers, agitator with scrapers , digital and mechanical
thermostat. To be combined with gear or lobe pumps in various capacities, flexible or
fixed piping for shorter or longer constructions, … it is all possible. And of course, the
melting kettles also can be produced completely tailor-made: special measurement,
electrical boxes on a central panel for various kettles together, on platforms with stairs
and unloading places, … We could show you a hundred pictures of everything that is
possible. On our websitewww.prefamac.com you can already find quite a lot of
information under "industrial machines - melting kettles".
Click on more pictures for a preview.
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In need of bigger quantities ?
In our previous newsletter, we presented you our various flaking machines. The

SNIPPER produces a sort of “paper shreds” in chocolate, but the application of this
machine is rather small-scale. Are you perhaps looking for something comparable, but
on a bigger scale? Then our PREMIUM flaking machine will be the best choice. A
quantity of 5 kg can be flaked in only 2 minutes !!! And… this in a plurality for industrial
applications. Here we show you an example of white chocolate, produced with the
Premium flaking machine in combination with a special non-standard knife. Different
knives can be obtained per machine and they can be switched easily.
Choose more pictures to see some examples with milk chocolate, but also the
applications of the BASIC flaking machine with special blades.

Quickly something extra for Valentine ?
Are you looking for an "easy-to-buy" article for Valentine? Then use our flexible moulds!
Pour some tempered chocolate in small lanes on the flexible, vibrate for a bit, put the
sticks in, … and then you can start decorating with lots of hearts! You will not only be
surprised with the hearts, but also the back side has pretty flowers, stars, … so that you
will certainly score ! These flexible moulds can be used over and over again!!
Click on more pictures where we will show you how to use these “rewarding” flexible
moulds all year. Or do you prefer hearts anyway???
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